5:33 Call to order

Roll Call

Zach Pietrocarlo
Jack Jennaway
Krystal Lira
Alicia Bravo
Karanveer Chonkaria
Alexis Storing
Keenan Meyer
Marcus Twichel
Rachel Keever
Wyatt Rodenbough
Molly Davis
Matthew Smith
Tessa Fraser
Tucker Downs excused

Guests
Eryn Ellis
Alex Orokotan
Owen Talber
Edward Mash
Toby
Annastasia Anderson

5:37 Minutes: Debate proposal was actually $250, Keenan moves to approve, Alicia seconds, minutes approved


5:39 Committee Reports
The Publications Committee met on Thursday; they are working on finding a photographer. The ASRMC webpage has been updated and will continue to be updated.

The Student Relations committee has Minute to Win It this week; it cost less than expected. They are working on the talent show, which has to be moved back to Prescott.

The Education Committee met 5:00 earlier today; they discussed the advisory committee, and are working on a concrete list to the advisory committee. Next semester they want to continue President Wilmouth’s professionalism lectures.

5:43 Owen Talbert present’s the Fencing Club’s proposal.

5:55 Wyatt moves to approve $826.08, Rachel seconds, motion passes unanimously

5:56 Alex Orokotan presents Rocky Beats’s proposal

6:10 Karan moves to partially fund at $974.16, Jack seconds, amount edited to $1,192.40

6:13 Motion passes unanimously

6:13 Kobe Hudson presents Math Club proposal.

6:20 Matt moves to approve $267.90, Tessa seconds, motion passes unanimously

6:21 Alicia presents Bears Against Cancer proposal

6:23 Karan moves to approve $360, Keenan seconds, motion passes with Alicia abstaining

6:29 Keenan moves to approve up to $400 to pay for student
tickets to RMC Theatre performance, Alexis seconds, Matt, Karan, and Wyatt opposing; Rachel Abstaining, Motion passes

6:31 Meeting adjourned